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Abstract
Let p and 2p + 3 be prime powers and p ≡ 3 (mod 4). We describe a construction of a symmetric
design D with parameters (4(p + 1)2,2p2 + 3p + 1,p2 + p). If p and 2p + 3 are primes, then a derived
design of D is 1-rotational.
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1. Introduction
A 2-(v, k, λ) design is a finite incidence structure (P,B, I ), where P and B are disjoint sets
and I ⊆P ×B, with the following properties:
(1) |P| = v;
(2) every element of B is incident with exactly k elements of P ;
(3) every pair of distinct elements of P is incident with exactly λ elements of B.
The elements of the set P are called points and the elements of the set B are called blocks. If
|P| = |B| = v and 2 k  v − 2, then a 2-(v, k, λ) design is called a symmetric design.
Let D be a symmetric (v, k, λ) design and let x be a block of D. Remove x and all points that
do not belong to x from other blocks. The result is a 2-(k, λ,λ−1) design, a derived design of D
with respect to the block x.
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HHT = HT H = mIm, where Im is an (m × m) identity matrix. It is known that a Hadamard
matrix of order p + 1 exits if p is a prime power and p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
A Hadamard matrix is regular if the row and column sums are constant. It is well known that
the existence of a symmetric (4u2,2u2 − u,u2 − u) design is equivalent to the existence of a
regular Hadamard matrix of order 4u2 (see [7, Theorem 1.4, p. 280]). Such symmetric designs
are called Menon designs.
If the order of a Hadamard matrix is m, then there is a Bush-type Hadamard matrix of order m2
(see [5]). Since Bush-type Hadamard matrices are regular, for a prime power p, p ≡ 3 (mod 4),
there is a regular Hadamard matrix of order (p + 1)2, and therefore there is a regular Hadamard
matrix of order 4(p + 1)2.
Let p and 2p + 3 be prime powers and p ≡ 3 (mod 4). We describe a construction of a
Menon design D with parameters (4(p + 1)2,2p2 + 3p + 1,p2 +p). In our construction we do
not use Bush-type Hadamard matrices. If p and 2p + 3 are primes, then a derived design of D is
1-rotational.
The construction described in this article is a modified version of the construction described
in [2]. For some other methods of construction of series of symmetric designs the reader may
consult [3] and [4].
2. Nonzero squares in finite fields
Let p be a prime power, p ≡ 3 (mod 4) and Fp be a field with p elements. Then a (p × p)
matrix D = (dij ), such that
dij =
{
1, if (i − j) is a nonzero square in Fp,
0, otherwise,
is an incidence matrix of a symmetric (p, p−12 ,
p−3
4 ) design. Such a symmetric design is called
a Paley design (see [6]). Let D be an incidence matrix of a complementary symmetric design
with parameters (p, p+12 ,
p+1
4 ). Since −1 is not a square in Fp , D is a skew-symmetric matrix.
Further, D has zero diagonal, so D+ Ip and D− Ip are incidence matrices of symmetric designs
with parameters (p, p+12 ,
p+1
4 ) and (p,
p−1
2 ,
p−3
4 ), respectively. Matrices D and D have the
following properties:
D · DT = (D − Ip)(D + Ip)T = p + 14 Jp −
p + 1
4
Ip,
[D | D − Ip] · [D − Ip | D]T = p − 12 Jp −
p − 1
2
Ip,
[D | D] · [D + Ip | D − Ip]T = p − 12 Jp,
[D | D] · [D − Ip | D − Ip]T = p − 12 Jp,
where Jp is the all-one matrix of dimension (p × p).
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x → aσ(x) + b,
where a is a nonzero square in Fp , b is any element of Fp , and σ is an automorphism of the
field Fp . Σ(p) is an automorphism group of symmetric designs with incidence matrices D,
D + Ip , D and D − Ip (see [6, p. 9]). If p is a prime, Σ(p) is isomorphic to a semidirect product
Zp : Zp−1
2
.
Let q be a prime power, q ≡ 1 (mod 4), and C = (cij ) be a (q × q) matrix defined as follows:
cij =
{
1, if (i − j) is a nonzero square in Fq,
0, otherwise.
C is a symmetric matrix, since −1 is a square in Fq . There are as many nonzero squares as
nonsquares in Fq , so each row of C has q−12 elements equal 1 and
q+1
2 zeros. The set of nonzero
squares in Fq is a partial difference set (see [1, Example 10.15, p. 231]). Let i = j and Ci =
[ci1 . . . ciq ], Cj = [cj1 . . . cjq ] be the ith and the j th row of the matrix C, respectively. Then
Ci · CTj =
{
q−1
4 , if cij = cji = 0,
q−5
4 , if cij = cji = 1.
The matrix C − Iq has the same property. Let i = j and Ci = [ci1 . . . ciq ], Cj = [cj1 . . . cjq ] be
the ith and the j th row of the matrix C, respectively. Then
Ci · CTj =
{
q−1
4 , if cij = cji = 0,
q+3
4 , if cij = cji = 1.
The matrix C + Iq has the same property. Further,
C · (C + Iq)T = C · (C − Iq)T = q − 14 Jq +
q − 1
4
Iq,
C · (C − Iq)T = q − 14 Jq −
q − 1
4
Iq,
(C + Iq) · CT = q + 34 Jq −
q − 1
4
Iq,
[C | C + Iq ] · [C | C + Iq ]T = q − 12 Jq +
q + 1
2
Iq,
[C | C − Iq ] · [C | C − Iq ]T = q − 12 Jq +
q + 1
2
Iq,
[C | C + Iq ] · [C | C − Iq ]T = q + 12 Jq −
q + 1
2
Iq .
Σ(q) acts as an automorphism group of incidence structures with incidence matrices C,
C + Iq , C and C − Iq . If q is a prime, Σ(p) is isomorphic to Zq : Zq−1 .2
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Let H = (hij ) and K be (m × n) and (m1 × n1) matrices, respectively. Their Kronecker
product is an (mm1 × nn1) matrix
H ⊗ K =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
h11K h12K . . . h1nK
h21K h22K . . . h2nK
...
...
. . .
...
hm1K hm2K . . . hmnK
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
For v ∈ N we denote by jv the all-one vector of dimension v, by 0v the zero-vector of dimen-
sion v, and by 0v×v the zero-matrix of dimension (v × v).
Theorem 1. Let p and 2p + 3 be prime powers and p ≡ 3 (mod 4). Then there exists a symmet-
ric design with parameters (4(p + 1)2,2p2 + 3p + 1,p2 + p) having an automorphism group
isomorphic to Σ(p) × Σ(2p + 3).
Proof. Put q = 2p + 3. Then q ≡ 1 (mod 4). Let D, D, C, C be defined as above. Define a
(4(p + 1)2 × 4(p + 1)2) matrix M as follows:
M =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0Tq jTp·q 0Tp·q
0q Iq (C − Iq) ⊗ jTp C ⊗ jTp
(C + Iq) ⊗ D C ⊗ D
jp·q C ⊗ jp + +
C ⊗ (D − Ip) + Ipq (C − Iq) ⊗ D
C ⊗ (D + Ip) (C + Iq) ⊗ (D − Ip)
0p·q (C + Iq) ⊗ jp + +
(C − Iq) ⊗ (D − Ip) C ⊗ D + Ipq
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Let us show that M is an incidence matrix of a Menon design with parameters (4(p + 1)2,
2p2 + 3p + 1,p2 +p). One can easily see that M · J4(p+1)2 = (2p2 + 3p + 1)J4(p+1)2 . We have
to prove that M ·MT = (p2 +p)J4(p+1)2 + (p+1)2I4(p+1)2 . Using properties of the matrices D,
D, C and C which we have mentioned before, one computes that the product of block matrices M
and MT is:
M · MT =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2p2 + 3p + 1 (p2 + p)jTq (p2 + p)jTpq (p2 + p)jTpq
(p2 + p)Jq
(p2 + p)jq + (p2 + p)Jq×pq (p2 + p)Jq×pq
(p + 1)2Iq
(p2 + p)Jpq
(p2 + p)jpq (p2 + p)Jpq×q + (p2 + p)Jpq×pq
(p + 1)2Ipq
(p2 + p)Jpq
(p2 + p)jpq (p2 + p)Jpq×q (p2 + p)Jpq×pq +
(p + 1)2I
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,pq
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Table of parameters for p  100
p q = 2p + 3 4(p + 1)2 Menon designs 1-Rotational designs
3 9 64 (64,28,12)
7 17 256 (256,120,56) (120,56,55)
19 41 1600 (1600,780,380) (780,380,379)
23 49 2304 (2304,1128,552)
43 89 7744 (7744,3828,1892) (3828,1892,1891)
47 97 9216 (9216,4560,2256) (4560,2256,2255)
67 137 18 496 (18 496,9180,4556) (9180,4556,4555)
where Jm×n is the all-one matrix of dimension (m × n). Thus,
M · MT = (p2 + p)J4(p+1)2 + (p + 1)2I4(p+1)2
which means that M is an incidence matrix of a symmetric design with parameters (4(p + 1)2,
2p2 + 3p + 1,p2 + p).
An incidence matrix M leads us to conclusion that the group Σ(p) × Σ(2p + 3) acts as an
automorphism group of a Menon design, semistandardly with one fixed point (and block), one
orbit of length 2p + 3, and two orbits of length 2p2 + 3p + 1. 
A 2-(v, k, λ) design D is called k-rotational if some automorphism of D has one fixed point
and k cycles each of length v−1
k
. If p and 2p + 3 are primes, then Σ(p) × Σ(2p + 3) ∼= (Zp :
Zp−1
2
) × (Z2p+3 : Zp+1), and the derived designs of the Menon designs from Theorem 1 with
respect to the first block, i.e., the fixed block for an automorphism group (Zp : Zp−1
2
)× (Z2p+3 :
Zp+1), are 1-rotational. That proves the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Let p and 2p + 3 be primes and p ≡ 3 (mod 4). There exists a 1-rotational
2-(2p2 + 3p + 1,p2 + p,p2 + p − 1) design having an automorphism group isomorphic to
(Zp : Zp−1
2
) × (Z2p+3 : Zp+1).
Parameters of the designs belonging to the series described in this paper, for p  100, are
given in Table 1.
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